So I was at Universal Studios for Potter World in California over the past Holiday break and
my whole family enjoyed the Butter Beer of course which was fantastic and a nice treat. My
kids wanted to occasionally have some (as did I) and I decided to take a chance on the
Flying Cauldron Butterscotch beer on Amazon which they say closely replicates the butter
beer from Harry Potter world. The price is a bit high but cheaper than actually butter beer
per bottle in Universal Studios, and a 12 pack will cost $32.90 but you get (3) 4 packs when
it is delivered.

How Does Butterscotch Beer Taste?
Well, my kids and I both believe they replicated the flavor so well that it is passable and fills
the purpose of giving you that sweet unique butterscotch soda taste. The difference is it
doesn’t have the little cream they put on top in Harry Potter World and it is slightly different
but for my own tasting purposes even 2 months later I can’t tell you that it tastes any
different, maybe if I did a taste test side by side I could say there is a difference but my
taste buds don’t remember one. I enjoyed the butter beer from Flying Cauldron

tremendously and shared a bottle with my kids about one per week until we ran out.

Something else my son came up with the idea for is how to create butter beer slurpee’s and
we decided to test Oliver’s Slurpee Maker he got from Vat19 with the Butter Beer from
Flying Cauldron and man does this make a great cold butter beer flavored treat that works
out well. Now some people in the Amazon reviews didn’t think the flavor tasted the same,
or thought it was too sweet but I didn’t think it was any sweeter than the frosted butter beer
at Harry Potter world, the hot butter beer there wasn’t as sweet but the frosted was very
sweet and about on par. This is a very sweet treat and probably not something that you
would drink frequently due to the calories, but it is a nice treat to have and if you are
throwing a Harry Potter themed party for kids or adults then this is a great little treat to
break out with your Harry Potter Bertie Botts Beans and enjoy. By the way they are
packaged and shipped in a styrofoam container and everything is kept safe and secure.
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